PART 1811 - DESCRIBING AGENCY NEEDS

Authority: 51 U.S.C. 20113(a) and 48 CFR chapter 1.

Source: 65 FR 37062, June 13, 2000, unless otherwise noted.

Subpart 1811.4 - Delivery or Performance Schedules

1811.404-70 NASA contract clauses.

Parent topic: SUBCHAPTER B - COMPETITION AND ACQUISITION PLANNING

Subpart 1811.4 - Delivery or Performance Schedules

1811.404-70 NASA contract clauses.

The clause at 1852.211-70, Packaging, Handling, and Transportation, must be included in solicitations and contracts for deliverable items, including software, designated as Class I (mission essential), Class II (delicate or sensitive), or Class III (requires special handling or monitoring).